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 Please note the system that will be utilised for the processing of matters handled 
by the Magistrate's Court

(i)      criminal matters (including tra�c matters) for report, where parties are legally  
         represented on both sides will be heard remotely and scheduled for 15 minutes;

(ii)    criminal matters (including tra�c matters) for report where a Defendant is in   
         custody will be heard remotely and scheduled for15 minutes;

(iii)   criminal matters (including tra�c matters) for report where a Defendant is not 
         legally represented and is not in possession of the necessary technology to facilitate 
         a remote hearing will be heard in person, and an exact time and date for attendance 
         at the courtroom for an in-person hearing will be given;

(iv)  criminal matters (including tra�c matters) for decision, or sentencing where a 
        Defendant is in custody will be heard remotely;

(v)   criminal matters (including tra�c matters) for decision, or sentencing where a 
        Defendant is not in custody will be heard at the direction of the presiding magistrate;

(vi)  criminal matters for paper committal where the Defendant is in custody will be    
        heard remotely;

(vii) criminal matters for paper committal where the Defendant is not in custody will be    
        heard in person and an exact date and time for the hearing will be communicated;

(viii) criminal matters (including tra�c matters) for trials will be given an exact time and  
         date for attendance at the courtroom for an in-person hearing; a questionnaire will 
         be issued to both sides prior to the setting of a trial date so that the amount of    

        judicial time required could be agreed in advance. We aim to have new trials completed 
        and �nished in a single sitting;

(ix)  arrest matters will be heard remotely from the Road Town Police Station once the 
        courtroom there is available;

(x)   civil matters are eligible to be heard remotely for �rst appearances where both sides 
        are legally represented; however, where any party is unrepresented and does not have    
        access to the necessary technology to allow a remote hearing for the �rst hearing, an 
        in-person hearing will be scheduled giving an exact time and date for appearance at   
        court; the in-person hearing is limited to 30 minutes in the �rst instance. Should further  
        face to face time be necessary with the magistrate, a new date will be issued;

(xi)  A�liation (family matters) for �rst appearances will be scheduled for 30 minutes; if 
        parties need further time in the presence of the magistrate a new date will be arranged.    
        These matters will also be facilitated for remote hearing if the parties agree;

(xii) A�liation (family matters) for report will be scheduled for 15 minutes; if parties need   
         further time in the presence of the magistrate a new date will be arranged. These   
         matters will also be facilitated for remote hearing if the parties agree;

(xiii) A�liation (family matters) for trial will be given an exact time and date for attendance 
         at the courtroom for an in-person hearing; a questionnaire will be issued to both sides 
         prior to the setting of a trial date so that the amount of judicial time required could be 
         agreed in advance. We aim to have new trials completed and �nished in a single sitting;

(xiv) Juvenile matters for �rst appearances will be heard in person.  Exact times and dates 
         will be provided to facilitate same;

(xv)   Juvenile matters for trial will be given an exact time and date for attendance at the 
          courtroom for an in-person hearing; a questionnaire will be issued to both sides prior 
          to the setting of a trial date so that the amount of judicial time required could be
          agreed in advance. We aim to have new trials completed and �nished in a single     
          sitting; and

(xvi) Liquor licence and property tax matters will be heard by way of an appointment 
         system. The court o�ce will make contact with interested parties informing them of   
         the exact dates and times for the hearing of their matters.

At the time of writing, criminal trials cannot be heard remotely. However, should any
defendant wish to have his trial conducted remotely, he may obtain legal advice on the
possibility of consenting to same.

In addition to the issue of setting dates for matters, we realise that with the number of
matters that are pending on the court’s docket, there is a need to set parameters in terms 
of how these matters will be prioritised.

The following matters will usually be given priority:
(i)    matters involving defendants in custody for the same matter;
(ii)   part-heard matters;
(iii ) the oldest matters on the court’s dockets;
(iv)  matters involving juveniles;
(v)   matters for paper committal;
(vi)  matters involving defendants who would like to admit the charges; and
(vii) child maintenance matters.

MAGISTRATE'S COURT SYSTEM FOR HEARING MATTERS 
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